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Frank Nugan was a banker who had the power to make money disappear. His financial trickery lay
behind the bottom-of-the-harbour scandal and the Nugan Hand Bank. Fred Krahe was the
Frightener, an ex-detective who had the power to make people disappear. He was the killer cop.
Donald Mackay was murdered to protect an enormous secret. In THE KILLER COP and the murder
of Donald Mackay, historian Dr John Jiggens reveals that secret.
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a new kind.
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Witness in Palestine journal of a Jewish American woman in the occupied territories, Anna Baltzer,
2006, History, 221 pages. Anna Baltzer, a young Jewish American, went to the West Bank to
discover the realities of daily life for Palestinians under the occupation. What she found would
change her.
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Least wanted a century of American mugshots, Mark Michaelson, Steven Kasher, Steven Kasher
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Portnoi, talkSport (Radio station : London, England), May 1, 2011, Radio broadcasting of sports,
336 pages. When talkSPORT first went on air on 17 January 2000, engineers were still wiring up
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Man , Candice Dow, Daaimah S. Poole, Jan 7, 2009, Fiction, 320 pages. Dwight and Tracey Wilson
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9780957868427 A Family to Belong to , Natasha Oakley, Jan 1, 2006, Fiction, 251 pages This
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